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egend promotes certain
gemstones as having

therapeutic healing properties. In the time of cold and
flu season, it is thought White

Beryl may benefit and revitalize
the lymphatic system. Placing
Bloodstone on stuffy sinuses,
achy joints, or congested chest
will ease discomfort and Aventurine is thought to expel disharmonious energies from the
body's organs preventing illnessto begin with.
Before handling any gemstone,
be sure to wash your hands!

I

f you are looking for a diamond that
teems with personality, is simply stunning, and completely unique, look no fur-

around for years, although unfortunately
considered by many as undesirable.
Today, salt and pepper diamonds are
one of the hottest diamond fashion
trends. While flawed, they are still dia-

votion. Since ancient times,

ther than a salt and pepper diamond. Salt
and pepper diamonds are not your typical
run of the mill diamonds. You won't find

diamonds have symbolized
invincibility for those born in
April because of their hardness

them listed in any Four Cs guide.
Why? Becausesalt and pepper diamonds
are for the most part, filled with inclusions

and valuable. The only difference being
they have a very unique splash of character. Salt and pepper diamonds are a per-

and durability.

of varying white and black blemishes or
flaws. Salt, the term for white inclusions,
and pepper, representative of black carbon

fect alternative diamond engagement
ring for the modern bride-to-be, and a

spots. These exquisite diamonds have been

rings and pendants.

April Birthstone
Diamond. Diamonds

are

synonymous with love, purpose, dedication, and de-
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monds, and they are still incredibly rare

stunning twist on everyday diamond ear-
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